Home Learning
Literacy

Maths

Weekly Project

Watch this clip: https://
www.literacyshed.com/the-sci---fished.html#
Children to plan out a narrative
using the story mountain based
around this clip. Remember
beginning, middle and end.

Complete the space translating
shapes worksheet. Use the modelling
video on the school blog to help you
translate shapes.
Make sure you write the original
coordinate and the translated
coordinate.

Create your own game based
on an aspect of space. E.g it
could be a version of Monopoly
but space themed.

Using your plans from yesterday
create your story about landing on
planet ‘Pandora’. You can use the
story mat attached to help you with
your setting writing.

You are going to play battleships. You
need to try and find your partner’s
battle ship based on the coordinates
that they have given you. When you
have done this, create your own
quadrant to play battle ships on.

Create a diary entry as if you were a
reporter landing on planet ‘Pandora’.
Describe your journey there and the
meeting of the inhabitants. Use the
diary ‘Helpful Hints’ to help you
create your diary.

Complete the ailen invasion activity.
You will need to follow the clues in
order to find the correct coordinates
to plot where the Aliens have landed.

Thursday

Complete the SPaG code breaker.
There are a list of SPag statements
attached if you need them. Can you
work out who stole the aviator suit?

Complete the alien word problems.
You need to find out how many aliens
there are in each class. When you
have done this, can you create some
of your own alien problems?

Friday

Using resources around your house,
create a reenactment or a movie of
your story that created on Tuesday.
You can retell it or act it out. Use the
resources to build your characters
and scenery.

Use your mental arithmetic strategies
to answer these various questions.
They will involve writing numbers
down as words, rounding, calculating
time and adding through negative
numbers.

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Create a comic strip of the
phases of the moon. If you
wanted to try making it with
biscuits, try to recreate the
model of the moons with
Oreos.
Create a model of the solar
system. You might want to
make your planets 3D.
Design and create a space
rocket. You might need to use
old recyclables to make your
model. Test out your rocket in
the garden.
Create a fitness routine to train
a member of your family like an
assonant.

Don’t forget to post your learning and comments onto the class blog.

